We have developed a method with prokaryotic organisms that uses randomized libraries of zinc fingercontaining artificial transcription factors to induce phenotypic variations and to identify genes involved in the generation of a specific phenotype of interest. Combining chromatin immunoprecipitation experiments and in silico prediction of target DNA binding sequences for the artificial transcription factors, we identified ubiX, whose down-regulation correlates with the thermotolerance phenotype in Escherichia coli. Our results show that randomized libraries of artificial transcription factors are powerful tools for functional genomic studies.
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Engineered zinc finger proteins (ZFPs), either those by themselves or those that have been fused to transcriptional activation or inhibition domains, have been used to regulate the transcription of numerous target genes in eukaryotic cells (2, 4, 9, 10, 13) . Recent advances in the field allow one to construct ZFP libraries that consist of tens of thousands of active transcription factors (3, 6, 7, 8) . Such libraries have been used successfully to scan the yeast and mammalian genomes for genes that induce phenotypic alterations in cells when their expression is activated or inhibited (3, 6, 8) .
ZFPs that have been linked to the alpha subunit of Escherichia coli RNA polymerase have been shown to bind to and activate transcription of a reporter gene in E. coli (5) . However, it is not yet clear whether engineered ZFPs can regulate the expression of endogenous genes and induce phenotypic changes in prokaryotic cells.
Here we show that combinatorial libraries of ZFPs can be expressed and can induce phenotypic alterations in E. coli. Using this method, we identified a target gene whose repression by ZFP is responsible for thermotolerance in E. coli.
Creating phenotypic alterations with ZFP libraries in E. coli. We have constructed combinatorial libraries that encode ZFPs by using as modular building blocks well-characterized zinc fingers that display diverse DNA-binding specificities. Individual zinc fingers recognize three-base-pair subsites but cannot bind stably to target DNA. In general, at least three zinc fingers must be stitched together to constitute a functional DNA-binding ZFP. We combined DNA fragments that encode 40 different zinc fingers with distinct DNA-binding specificities and randomly shuffled them to generate a diverse collection of three-fingered and four-fingered ZFPs (8) . Thus, the complexities of the resulting libraries are 6.4 ϫ 10 4 and 2.6 ϫ 10 6 , respectively. This population of ZFP genes was cloned into an expression plasmid, pZL1, which was modified from pBT-LGF2 (Clontech) to have a V5 epitope and multiple cloning sites. The ZFP library was constructed by subcloning threefinger and/or four-finger ZFP inserts isolated from our yeast ZFP library into the EcoRI and NotI sites of pZL1 (8) . No additional sequences that encode transcriptional effector domains were fused to the ZFP genes.
These ZFP libraries were expressed in E. coli DH5␣, and cells were screened for thermotolerance phenotype. The screens were conducted under conditions in which more than 99.9% of wild-type cells died.
We screened 10 million transformants, which exceeded the complexities of the libraries, for E. coli cells that became resistant to heat after transformation with the ZFP library. E. coli ZFP transformants were incubated at 50°C for 2 h before being plated on rich medium. Plasmids were purified from 23 individual colonies that survived the heat treatment. Ten different ZFPs were identified (Table 1) , and the levels of thermotolerance of selected ZFP transformants were compared with that of control cells. Under the experimental conditions described above, less than 0.01% of the control cells survived. In sharp contrast, up to 6% of cells transformed with certain ZFPs survived these extreme conditions (Fig. 1A) .
One of the ZFPs, T9, was further analyzed by site-directed mutagenesis; we mutated a nucleotide that formed part of the codon that encoded an amino acid residue critical for DNA binding (see the legend to Fig. 2 for experimental details) . The mutated T9 ZFP (T9-M) failed to induce thermotolerance in E. coli (Fig. 1B) . This observation suggests that the ability of the T9 ZFP to induce thermotolerance is dependent on its ability to bind to its target DNA sequence.
Identification of the target gene of ZFP associated with thermotolerance. We went on to identify the endogenous target genes associated with the altered phenotypes induced by expression of certain ZFPs. The T9 ZFP was composed of four zinc fingers as follows: NH 2 -RDHT-QSHV-QTHR1-QSNR1-COOH. Each zinc finger domain was named by using singleletter abbreviations for the four amino acid residues at positions Ϫ1, 2, 3, and 6 in the alpha helix of the zinc finger. These four residues are not contiguous and do not represent the entire amino acid sequence of the zinc finger domain. The entire amino acid sequences of the zinc finger domains used here were described previously (1). The DNA sequence of the putative binding site for this ZFP is 5Ј-GAA GRA HGA NG G-3Ј (1), so we searched for this sequence in the E. coli genome. Because of the degeneracy in the binding sequence, many matching sites were returned by our search. To determine which of the potential binding sites actually bound the T9 ZFP, we performed an immunoprecipitation experiment (11) . Bacterial cells that expressed T9 were treated with formaldehyde to cross-link genomic DNA fragments with the T9 ZFP. The cells were harvested, and cell lysates were treated with an antibody to the V5 tag fused to T9. The immunoprecipitated DNA fragments were then cloned into a plasmid. Among the 200 clones we sequenced, 6 clones from intergenic regions contained DNA sequences that either matched the cognate T9 binding site perfectly or contained one mismatched nucleotide. Most of the other clones did not contain any recognizable putative ZFP-binding sequences. These clones are likely to arise from contaminating genomic DNA fragments or nonspecific binding of the ZFP In order to investigate whether the transcription of any of the open reading frames (ORFs) adjacent to the T9 binding sites in the six clones was actually regulated by T9, we subjected each of the ORFs to real-time reverse transcription-PCR. Among the six ORFs tested, we found that transcription of the ORF that encodes UbiX, which is involved in the biosynthesis of ubiquinone, was decreased more than twofold upon expression of the T9 ZFP (Fig. 2a) . The transcript levels of the other five clones were not affected by the expression of T9. Because the T9 ZFP was not fused to an effector domain, T9 is expected to function as a transcriptional repressor in E. coli. A T9 binding site with a onebase mismatch was identified at 90 base pairs upstream of the ubiX start codon. The in vivo binding of T9 to the putative target site upstream of the ubiX gene was confirmed by the immunoprecipitation procedure described above followed by PCR (Fig.  2b) . As expected, the mutant T9-M protein was not able to bind to this site in vivo (Fig. 2b) or to down-regulate the transcription of the ubiX gene (data not shown).
To validate the functional relevance of ubiX to the thermotolerance phenotype in E. coli, we knocked out the ubiX gene and examined the response of the mutant strain to heat treatment. The ubiX mutant strain grew slowly compared to the wild-type strain, and its colony size on the culture plate was relatively small under normal growth conditions. However, the ubiX mutant strain was extremely resistant to the lethal effects T1  QSHV VSNV QSNK QSNK  DAA DAA AAT HGA  T2  RDHT QSHV QTHR1 QSSR1  GYA GRA HGA NGG  T3  WSNR QSHV VSNV QSHV  HGA AAT HGA GGT  T4  QTHR1 RSHR QTHR1 QTHR1  GRA GRA GGG GRA  T5  DSAR RDHT QSHV QTHR1  GRA HGA NGG GTC  T6  QTHQ RSHR QTHR1 QTHR1  GRA GRA GGG HGA  T7  QSHV VSNV QSNR1 CSNR1  GAV GAA AAT HGA  T8  VSNV QTHR1 QSSR1 RDHT  NGG GYA GRA AAT  T9  RDHT QSHV QTHR1 QSNR1  GAA GRA HGA NGG  T10  DSAR RDHT QSNK QTHR1  GRA DAA (Fig. 2c) . In contrast to observations with the ubiX mutant strain, no defect in growth was detected in the T9-expressing strain. This result suggests that a regulation of target gene expression that is more moderate than can be achieved by gene knockout could be important in the generation of certain bacterial phenotypes that would be useful for microbial production of industrial products.
In this study, we demonstrated that ZFPs can function as efficient transcription factors in E. coli. In addition, ZFPs provide novel tools for determining which genotypes give rise to specific phenotypes.
There are several advantages of using ZFP transcription factors as genome-wide regulators of gene expression in microorganisms. First, ZFPs can cause subtle changes in gene expression. In cases in which overexpression or knockout of a gene is harmful to the organism, subtle changes in gene expression might allow one to achieve the desired phenotypes. Second, phenotypic transfer from one strain to another strain of the same species is straightforward with our approach. This would be of particular importance for certain industrial strains of bacteria that are difficult to manipulate genetically. Third, it should be possible to conditionally produce desired phenotypes by using an inducible promoter to express a ZFP. Our results therefore suggest that the ZFP library approach is a useful tool for engineering and studying prokaryotic microorganisms.
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